
POLITICAL PARTIES PURPOSE FUNCTIONS AND TYPES

Political party, a group of persons organized to acquire and exercise political The mass of people were limited to the role
of spectators rather than that of active .

Other researchers consider party identification to be more flexible and more of a conscious choice. In its
clamouring for formal legal equality and acceptance of the inequities of circumstance, liberal ideology
reflected the interests of the bourgeoisie, who wished to destroy the privileges of the aristocracy and eliminate
the lingering economic restraints of feudalism and mercantilism. These interest groups have special concerns.
A major influence on the Whigs were the liberal political ideas of John Locke , [3] and the concepts of
universal rights employed by Locke and Algernon Sidney. In the United States, political parties consist of
three parts: the party as government members of the party who hold public office , the party as organization
committees, leaders and activists who work to promote the party and the candidates , and the party as
electorate citizens who support the party through party identification. In nonpartisan elections, each candidate
is eligible for office on his or her own merits. The majority of its membership, however, continued to be
affiliated rather than direct for most of the 20th century. A similar situation exists in the Republic of Ireland ,
where no one party has held power on its own since  Because of this, older adults are more likely to hold
strong party attachments, and less likely to change them than young adults. Except in some of the states of the
United States, France from , and the German Empire from , the suffrage was largely restricted to taxpayers and
property owners, and, even when the right to vote was given to larger numbers of people, political influence
was essentially limited to a very small segment of the population. President George W. George III is the
blockhead in the centre. The formation of these wings may have become routine but their existence is more of
an indication of differences of opinion, intra-party rivalry, the influence of interest groups, or attempts to wield
influence for one's state or region. In a nonpartisan system, no official political parties exist, sometimes
reflecting legal restrictions on political parties. If a candidate wins office by a large majority, it may mean that
the voters have given him or her a mandate to carry out the program outlined in the campaign. Uni-party
systems[ edit ] In one-party systems , one political party is legally allowed to hold effective power. Provided
by: Boundless. Sometimes, political, social and economic circumstances, and public opinion are the reason for
others parties' failure. Although minor parties may sometimes be allowed, they are legally required to accept
the leadership of the dominant party. By the end of the 19th century the excesses of the machines and the
bosses and the closed character of the parties led to the development of primary elections , in which party
nominees for office were selected. The former, composed of landowners, depended upon rural estates on
which a generally unlettered peasantry was held back by a traditionalist clergy. These narrowly based parties
were later transformed to a greater or lesser extent, for in the 19th century in Europe and America there
emerged parties depending on mass support. Party identification is typically determined by the political party
that an individual most commonly supports, by voting or other means. A more original structure was
developed after the Civil Warâ€”in the South to exploit the votes of African Americans and along the East
Coast to control the votes of immigrants. Unless there are legal prohibitions against political parties, factions
within nonpartisan systems often evolve into political parties. Lobbying is regulated to stop the worst abuses
which can develop into corruption. Interest Group The term interest group refers to nearly any voluntary
association that seeks to publicly promote and create advantages for its cause. Lobbying can also make sure
that minority interests are fairly defended against mere tyranny of the majority. One-party dominant system
also existed in Mexico with the Institutional Revolutionary Party until the s, in the southern United States with
the Democratic Party from the late 19th century until the s, in Indonesia with the Golkar from the early s until 
However, party identification changes can occur in times of party coalition change, or realignment.


